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OU T LOOK

The poor May U.S. jobs report helped crystallize the  
slowdown in the global economy in the second quarter. 
Global manufacturing slowed in May, led by weakness in 
the eurozone. Helpfully, the larger services sector actually 
gained some momentum, which held May’s overall global 
economic activity at a level comparable to April’s. This  
may have helped underpin global equity markets, as a  
continuation of April’s slowdown would have been a more 
troubling sign about the health of the global economic cycle. 
Data in the critical U.S. and Chinese economies remains 
mixed, but looks good in comparison to Europe. We’re 
seeing improving lending in both countries, while trade 
data is also showing some tentative signs of improvement. 

In prior global downturns, investors have looked to central 
banks for help. In today’s near-zero interest rate environment 
in the developed markets, central bankers have reduced power 
and politicians have moved to the front of the fire brigade. 
The European Union (EU) didn’t impress investors with the 

floated plan to inject €100 billion into Spanish banks, as the 
terms weren’t specified and the sufficiency is unclear. Greece 
recently held its follow-up election, and while the “pro-bailout” 
New Democracy party won the chance to establish a coalition 
government, its first task will be to renegotiate the terms of the 
current rescue plan with the EU as the country continues to 
struggle financially. 

Europe remains in need of a “big bang” plan that addresses 
the banking system, sovereign debt, governance and growth. 
We expect the market to continue to be frustrated by the slow 
pace of progress, and resulting volatility should persist. In 
the meantime, investor focus on the global growth cycle will 
concentrate on the U.S. labor markets and Chinese policy. U.S. 
consumer spending has slowed to a rate of near 2%, and needs 
better job growth to reaccelerate. While Chinese growth has 
been slowing noticeably this year, we’re seeing signs of a more 
activist policy response and expect some stability to emerge in 
the second half of the year.
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U.S. EQUITY

n Measures of U.S. market volatility are in line with historical averages.

n While news headlines are suggesting macro uncertainty, markets generally 
aren’t pricing in systemic fear.

The CBOE Volatility Index (the VIX), a measure of implied market volatility, 
is slightly below five-year median levels, suggesting a relatively normal level of 
market uncertainty. The absorption ratio, another measure of market volatility, 
captures the extent to which markets are unified or coupled. When markets are 
tightly coupled, as signified by a high absorption ratio, negative shocks tend to 
propagate more quickly and a market decline may result. Currently, the absorp-
tion ratio is also below historical averages, suggesting muted impact from macro 
headlines. We believe equity markets currently aren’t pricing in systemic fear, 
having taken the headline-grabbing issues in stride. This is a reflection of the 
relative health of the U.S. corporate sector, and especially the banking system.

EUROPEAN EQUITY 

n Eurozone economic data weakened, and eurozone inflation fell to a 
15-month low.

n The United Kingdom’s first-quarter GDP revised down as the eurozone 
crisis continues to weigh on the outlook.

Year-over-year, eurozone GDP turned negative while inflationary pressures eased. 
CPI fell from 2.6% in April to a 15-month low of 2.4% in May. The European 
Commission (EC) noted that the eurozone currently is in a “mild recession,” with 
the region’s GDP projected to contract by 0.3% this year before potentially rising 
1% in 2013. Current economic momentum, however, continues to disappoint,  
and the EC projection looks optimistic. The Bank of England’s (BoE’s) May  
minutes revealed that the Monetary Policy Committee’s decision of not extending 
quantitative easing was finely balanced. CPI was likely to be steady in the medium 
term without further monetary stimulus. Economic developments, particularly in 
the eurozone, continue to be a major headwind for the U.K. economy. 

ASIA-PACIFIC EQUITY 

n While Asia-Pacific GDP growth rebounded in the first quarter, it has soft-
ened of late.

n Uncertainty around China and Europe poses risks to the region.

Asian equity markets continue on a pessimistic note as they wait for the eurozone 
crisis to abate and Chinese growth to stabilize. Australian GDP advanced more 
than 4% over the prior year, but has slowed sharply in the second quarter. While 
inflationary pressures have eased, business confidence weakened to a nine-month 
low as the global outlook darkened. As the real economy in Japan is on a rebound, 
business conditions appear to be under pressure from weak European economies, 
weakening in the Chinese economy and yen appreciation. May data for China, 
though mixed, was indicative of a possible improvement in the economic outlook. 
However, high uncertainty and market concerns over Europe’s sovereign debt 
crisis pose risks to growth prospects of the Pacific region.
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EMERGING-MARKETS EQUITY

n China’s economic slowdown is affecting other emerging-market economies.

n It’s still too early to conclude that China has engineered a soft landing.

Chinese economic data has been mostly pleasing to the bears this year. Our  
commodities research analyst recently returned from a research trip to China, 
visiting a variety of companies from the steel industry to banking, and the  
message of slowdown was widespread. The slowdown has rippled through  
markets ranging from commodities to countries like Brazil. The Chinese  
government has been making small policy changes to stimulate growth, and 
May data for trade, electricity usage and loan growth did improve. It will take 
several more months of data to confirm that China has engineered a soft landing. 
Should that develop, we would expect emerging-market equities to demonstrate 
their traditional high-beta behavior. Should we decide to adjust the level of risk 
in our Global Tactical Asset Allocation policy, our currently neutral tactical  
allocation to emerging-market equities will be assessed first and foremost. 

U.S. FIXED INCOME 

n Investors are focusing on the return of their capital.

n Yields should remain low during the remainder of 2012 as we anticipate 
modest economic growth and low inflation. 

Growth in the United States remains well below its long-term trend despite the 
Federal Reserve holding its benchmark rate near zero for the past several years 
and the federal government providing an unprecedented amount of stimulus. 
The slowing growth, coupled with the resurgence of the sovereign debt crisis  
in Europe, has led investors into extreme risk aversion. We expect long-term 
U.S. Treasury yields to remain low during the remainder of the year as we 
anticipate continued modest economic growth, low inflation and a nearly  
insatiable appetite for investment-grade debt. We also think the Fed will be 
more open to policy moves, if called for, during the fall — which should serve 
to put a lid on interest rate moves.

EUROPEAN FIXED INCOME

n Treasury markets buoyed by continued “risk off ” sentiment.

n Spain’s bailout, Greek elections and high scrutiny on Italy take center stage.

Core government bond yields hit all-time lows recently as bonds at the short 
end reached negative yields once again, and European sovereign yield spreads 
continued to bifurcate. Further, the Bank of Spain announced investors  
had pulled a record €66 billion out of the country in March (the latest data 
available). Speculation on a Greek exit from the euro, the European Central 
Bank’s wait-and-see stance, Spanish government debt downgrades coupled 
with problems in its banking sector, and emerging signs of a global economic 
deceleration are keeping the bond markets on their toes. The BoE noted that 
the improvement in sentiment in the first quarter of 2012 had waned and a 
sense of caution had again become apparent in financial markets. We see more 
quantitative easing from the BoE as likely. 
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ASIA-PACIFIC FIXED INCOME

n Australian 10-year bond yields reached lows not seen since the 1940s.

n Bank of Japan maintains a wait-and-see stance on monetary policy.

The 10-year Japanese Government Bond (JGB) yield fell to a nine-year low 
because of downbeat U.S. employment data coupled with the eurozone’s woes. 
The Bank of Japan noted it held approximately ¥10 trillion of JGBs at the end 
of May, an amount it expects to nearly triple during the next year. The Reserve 
Bank of Australia cut rates to 3.5% on the back of modest domestic growth and 
uncertainties in global markets, with an indication for further accommodative 
monetary policy measures if necessary. This underpinned a decline in 10-year 
bond yields to a low not seen since the 1940s. We think the period of debt  
overhang across developed markets means rates likely will stay low for a  
considerable time.

U.S. HIGH YIELD

n Significant fund outflows during the last month have been funded by  
substantial cash holdings.

n Valuations have been more stable since managers haven’t been required  
to sell to meet redemptions.

A combination of substantial investment flows, limited net new issuance  
and illiquid secondary markets have resulted in a substantial build-up of  
cash held by high yield managers of late. This has kept the market well-bid  
as investors sought to remain invested. Cash balances also enable market  
participants to fund redemptions from cash balances rather than being  
forced to sell positions. Historically, large price movements typically have  
been driven by selling required to fund outflows or the clearance of broker 
inventories. The high level of accumulated cash provides a buffer when  
markets are volatile, as well as a positive technical sign when market sentiment 
is positive. We believe this is supportive of current high yield valuations.

REAL ASSETS

n China’s recent interest rate cut may provide some support for real assets. 

n Commodity price increases likely will be limited by the shifting focus of 
Chinese stimulus efforts.

After a nearly two-year fight against rising inflation, Chinese authorities have 
finally taken the first step of lowering the primary interest rate by a quarter  
percentage point. This and other recent monetary policy accommodations  
are expected to guide the economy to a “soft landing,” facilitating a sustainable 
growth trajectory. Historically, stimulus efforts have substantially boosted  
commodity prices because the accommodative monetary policy was combined 
with commodity-intensive infrastructure investment. This time, we believe 
new government spending will be targeted more toward the consumer, and 
thus have less effect on the price of commodities. While still good for the 
global economy, thus providing some support for real assets, we believe those 
looking for sharp increases in commodity prices may be disappointed.



CONCLUSION
While the high-profile debt saga in Europe is a convenient villain for the recent downturn in stock markets, the slowdown 
in global growth clearly has been a major factor. The developed markets are going to face constrained growth potential for 
years to come because of their debt overhang, but public companies can still increase earnings and generate attractive returns 
if global growth holds up. For this to happen, we need continued emerging-market growth supplemented by U.S. growth of 
around 2% or more. We believe this will be the case, but the slowdown in China increases the risk of disappointment.

With growth slowing, we believe that major central banks are willing to increase their accommodation through quantitative 
easing and liquidity programs. However, for this to have a sustained beneficial impact, European policy makers will need to 
take a much bigger step forward in their crisis response. With Spanish and Italian bond yields hitting recent highs, pressure is 
building, and we think this will ultimately lead to increased fiscal union. But the key word is “ultimately,” because no one can 
confidently predict a timeline for this resolution.

In the current environment, we don’t see great opportunity to make big bets in risk markets in either direction. Hence, we made 
no changes to our Global Tactical Asset Allocation policy this month. Our long-standing preference for U.S. equities over European 
and Asian shares may sound like a broken record, but we don’t see depressed European equities sustainably outperforming until 
much greater policy improvement is realized. We have seen some pressure on high yield bond spreads in recent months due to 
increased risk, but this has been exaggerated by the drop in overall Treasury yields. We continue to think return prospects in high 
yield are attractive in an interest-rate environment we expect to stay low for a long time. Finally, the price of gold has perked up in 
recent months because of increased speculation about central bank accommodation — highlighting our central thesis of gold as an 
alternative currency during this period of extraordinary central bank activism.

Jim McDonald 
Chief Investment Strategist
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INVESTMENT PROCESS
Northern Trust’s asset allocation process develops both long-term (strategic) and shorter-term (tactical) recommendations. The strategic 
returns are developed using five-year risk, return and correlation projections to generate the highest expected return for a given level of risk. 
The objective of the tactical recommendations is to highlight investment opportunities during the next 12 months where our Investment 
Policy Committee sees either increased opportunity or risk. 

Our asset allocation recommendations are developed through our Tactical Asset Allocation, Capital Markets Assumptions and Investment 
Policy Committees. The membership of these committees includes Northern Trust’s Chief Investment Officer, Chief Investment Strategist and 
senior representatives from our fixed income, equities and alternative asset class areas. 

If you have any questions about Northern Trust’s investment process, please contact your relationship manager.


